
 

DETAILED AGENDA 
2017 SOUTHERN STATES SUMMIT | MAY 30 – JUNE 2 | MYRTLE BEACH, SC 

*Subject to change 
 

DAY ONE - TUESDAY, MAY 30TH 

3:00 – 4:45 PM | Welcome/Opening Plenary 
Center West 

Dr. Bruice Pieper, Emerge2Lead Consulting 
 
5:00 – 6:00 PM | Welcome Reception 
North Lawn 
 
8:00 – 10:00 PM | Live United Lounge (Hospitality Suite) 
Suite 402 
 
 

DAY TWO - WEDNESDAY, MAY 31ST 
7:00 – 8:15 AM | Breakfast 
Center West 
 
8:30 – 10:00 AM | Host City Welcome & Morning Plenary 
Center West 

Dr. Bertice Berry, Bertice Berry Productions 

 
10:00 – 10:15 AM | Break 
 
 

10:15 – 11:45 AM    LEARNING SESSIONS I 
Coming Together to End Food Insecurity and Inequality in Rural Communities 
West Ballroom 
Nicholas Julian, United Way of Kershaw County 

This presentation will demonstrate the need for community collaboration to bring a collective impact in fighting food 
insecurity and inequality in rural communities. As most efforts focus on urban areas, United Way of Kershaw County has 
had the unique opportunity to develop a program that focuses on delivering an impact into rural areas. Through our Mobile 
Nutrition Center, we are fighting food insecurity and inequality by delivering food boxes and nutritional education into our 
rural areas. In addition, with our partners, we are able to provide nutritional resources and lifestyle modification 
demonstrations. This collaboration not only addresses the concern of hunger, but the health ailments that low income 
residents face due to food insecurity and inequality. This presentation will provide insights into:  

1. Why this program is needed 
2. How it brings impact to low income residents 
3. How our partners/collaborations enhance community impact 
4. Our process in developing the program for duplication 

Functional Area: CI 
 

 
 



 
Re-kindle our Corporate Relationships: Partnership Agreement Hands on Lab 
Center Ballroom 
Paul DeBassio, United Way Worldwide 

Do you work with corporate partners that operate outside of your market/ with other United Way(s) and want to better align 
your efforts? The Corporate Relations Operating Group came together to solve 2 problems-- (1) Corporate partners wanting 
a more coordinated/ aligned United Way experience and (2) Local United Way markets needing to work together and share 
information in a collaborative global account management process. Join us as we share what we are learning from our 
cross-market corporate performance effort: come learn how it was done, what progress has been made and challenges 
and opportunities moving forward. Walk through tools and resources such as our discovery conversation guide while 
hearing United Way examples where we have engaged companies in a strategic and customer-centric way in tandem with 
other United Ways. 

Functional Area: RD 
 

 
Advocacy 101 and Tips for Smaller United Ways 
Arcadian 
Caitlin Carey & Soncia Coleman, United Way Worldwide 

Public policy and advocacy is intrinsically linked to our Community Impact work. You may be interested in advocacy, but 
feel that you lack capacity to take that step. Conversely, you may be worried about ruffling feathers and afraid to take that 
step. During this session, we will explore the benefits of advocacy work and doing so intentionally and strategically. The 
session will also explore exactly what constitutes public policy and advocacy and all the different ways and levels at which 
you can engage. Finally, you will highlight state advocacy agendas (North and South Carolina) and you will have an 
opportunity to brainstorm with your peers and UWW Public Policy staff about how you can advocate for change on issues 
important to your community. 

Functional Area: Advocacy 
 

 
Cyber Security in 2017–Top 5 Threats to IT Security 
Atlantic 
Travis Simmons, Sophos & Jim Rappl, WorkSmart 

It’s 2017. Technology is advancing rapidly and you assume that your organization’s cyber security is taken care of by some 
software, somewhere. Right? Nope. You and every member of your organization are responsible for cyber security. 
Unfortunately the kind of cyber attacks that are a threat to your organization make end users either the first line of defense, 
or an unwitting accomplice. WorkSmart Managed IT Services and SOPHOS are here to help make sure you can be a hero, 
with a summary of the top five security threats that you may face this year and the steps you need to thwart them. 

Functional Area: Operations 
 

 
11:45 AM – 1:30 PM | Lunch & Learn Mini Sessions 
Pending 

Grab a boxed lunch and join Summit exhibitors for mini-learning sessions and hands-on demonstrations. 
 
 

1:30 – 3:00 PM   LEARNING SESSIONS II 
Stories with Soul 
West Ballroom 
Brad Zaba, Access Communications Group, Inc. 

Stories with Soul is an Interactive workshop using the powerful yet easy-to-learn 5C Storytelling Structure to turn your United 
Way experiences, research, programs & results into memorable presentations. The work of United Way has many layers 
and can seem complicated to explain. Presenting the research, program details and results often leads to audience glaze 
over. The Stories with Soul interactive workshop gives United Way advocates the tools to take that data and turn them into 
memorable presentations. 

Functional Area: RD 



 
What Makes a Leader 
Center Ballroom 
Dr. Bruce Pieper, Emerge2Lead Consulting 

Leadership! A word that is frequently used but even more frequently misunderstood. A recent Google search of the word 
‘leadership’ received 798,000,000 hits in less than a second. Topics like… “What is leadership?” “Top 10 qualities that 
make a great leader.” “10 mistakes leaders make.” And, “The most important leadership competencies.” With so much 
being communicated about leadership, has it been overcomplicated? 
 
More than theory, you deserve real answers. This session will provide you with a model for leadership. Walk away with 
some new tools in your toolkit. Receive a proven, practical approach to leadership you can put into play immediately. 

Functional Area: Cross-Functional 
 

 
2-1-1 - It’s Not Just a Call Center, It’s a Vital Source of Community Need Data 
Arcadian 
Heather Black, United Way of North Carolina 

This session will focus on how United Way of North Carolina is leveraging the investment of local United Ways to develop 
a robust and vital NC 2-1-1 system.  The presenter will provide a brief overview of NC 2-1-1's unique cost model approach 
that allows local United Ways to invest at various pricing levels that best meet their organizational needs.  But, more 
importantly, the session will focus on how local United Ways are utilizing the 2-1-1 system to complement their local work 
through community engagement and support, and by marketing 2-1-1 as a United Way "direct service".  North Carolina was 
also one of the pilot states for the 211counts.org dashboard site and have worked tirelessly to inform and educate local 
United Ways throughout the state on the many ways the information available at 211counts.org can be used to understand 
and advocate around community needs.  The presenter will share with attendees an overview of the many ways to access 
data on 211counts.org and share some of the best practices from NC in using the information for local and state level 
advocacy. Attendees will have the opportunity to work in small groups and discuss ways they could include 2-1-1 and 
211counts.org as components of existing or future work in their community based on best practice information provided in 
the session opening.  The session will also include an overview on how local United Ways in the communities most impacted 
by the recent Hurricane Matthew disaster utilized the information and data available through NC 2-1-1 and 211counts.org 
to respond to immediate and longer term needs in their communities. 

Functional Area: Cross-Functional 
 

 
Turning your Boring, Unproductive Board Meeting into a Super-Charged Governing Activity 
Atlantic 
Mark Cruise, Governance4Good 

Peter Drucker, a towering figure in the field of management, said, “There is one thing all boards have in common...they do 
not function.”  How many board meetings did he sit through before coming to that conclusion?  Chances are, not many.  
Traditional board meetings are plagued with endless reports about past activities (followed by approvals, as if you could 
change history), lengthy attempts to solve operational issues (not the Board’s job!), protracted discussions that fail to lead 
to a decision, and doing work that should be done in committee.  Inputs and outputs get all the attention.  Outcomes are 
an after-thought.  “Because that’s the way it’s always been done” is the mantra.  And then we wonder why board members 
become disengaged.  This session will help participants learn how to overcome those common pitfalls by doing a board 
“re-set” that puts into action the principles and practices of high-performing governance. 

Functional Area: Governance 
 

 
3:00 – 3:15 PM | Break 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
3:15 – 4:45 PM | Afternoon Plenary 
Pending 

The Original Facetime 

Roundtable Discussions 

Sometimes there is nothing like an old fashion face-to-face conversation. This engaging and interactive session gives 
you an opportunity to meet and learn from peers across the network. 

 
8:00 – 10:00 PM | Live United Lounge (Hospitality Suite) 
Suite 402 

 
 

DAY THREE - THURSDAY, JUNE 1ST 
7:00 – 8:15 AM | Breakfast 
Center West 
 
 

8:30 – 10:00 AM   LEARNING SESSIONS III 
Ending Veteran Homelessness - Collective Impact in Action 
West Ballroom 
Protip Biswas, United Way of Greater Atlanta 

Atlanta is committed to ending homelessness among veterans. We have focused on a shared goal, shared measurement, 
reinforcing activities and communication to make progress - all elements of collective impact. United Way has been a leader 
in this work and achieved great success with its Vets Connect initiative. 
 
The numbers speak for themselves, four years ago veteran constituted 21% of our homeless population now is down to 
11%. We have seen a drop of 50% in the number of homeless veterans. This session will look at the major role of United 
Way in bringing people together, in ensuring progress together, embracing innovation and in making collective impact and 
the way we raised funds (over $3.1M a year for the last three years). 

Functional Area: CI 
 

 
Cross-Market Corporate Performance: Learning from the C.R. Operating Group 
Center Ballroom 
Paul DeBassio & Megan Walker, United Way Worldwide 

Do you work with corporate partners that operate outside of your market/ with other United Way(s) and want to better align 
your efforts? The Corporate Relations Operating Group came together to solve 2 problems-- (1) Corporate partners wanting 
a more coordinated/ aligned United Way experience and (2) Local United Way markets needing to work together and share 
information in a collaborative global account management process. Join us as we share what we are learning from our 
cross-market corporate performance effort: come learn how it was done, what progress has been made and challenges 
and opportunities moving forward. Walk through tools and resources such as our discovery conversation guide while 
hearing United Way examples where we have engaged companies in a more strategic and customer-centric way in tandem 
with other United Ways. 

Functional Area: RD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Digital Storytelling: My Magic Tool Bag 
Arcadian 
Bobby Rettew, Gray Digital Group 

Bobby Rettew takes a camera where ever he travels, no matter the destination. Inside his bag he carries more than just a 
camera, he carries lots of tools to capture and tell stories every day. We will learn about these portable tools that can be 
integrated into any organizations content initiatives. We will also learn how to use these digital storytelling tools to distribute 
captured content reaching audiences rapidly, adjusting and scaling in real time. 

Functional Area: Marketing 
 

 
Business Continuity Planning (Disasters) 
Atlantic 
Scott Cave, Atlantic Business Continuity Services 

Is your organization fully prepared for the next disaster?  How does your continuity plan measure up to current best 
practices?  This session will answer both of these questions by taking participants through a resilience scorecard 
assessment of their current plan, followed by a detailed review of current best practices.  Regardless of the state of your 
current continuity plan, whether you are just getting started or have a comprehensive plan already in place, this session will 
help you assess, benchmark, and improve with clear and actionable recommendations.  Don’t miss this unique opportunity 
to improve your organization’s plan and preparation for long-term resilience to weather the next storm, disaster, or crisis. 

Functional Area: Operations 
 

 
10:00 – 10:15 AM | Break 
 
 

10:15 – 11:45 AM   LEARNING SESSIONS IV 
Bringing a Worldwide Marketing Approach Home: Making the New UWW Brand Credo Work in Your Community 
West Ballroom 
Maureen McKeon, United Way of North Carolina & Michael Cottingham, United Way of Greater Greensboro 

So you just watched United Way Worldwide’s new PSA…it’s powerful, but you’re just not sure it speaks to the people in YOUR 
community. Do you want to use the messaging, but aren’t sure how to make it more local? Or, do you think the messaging 
won’t work at all in your community? This workshop is for you! Yes, both of you. Join us as we take you on a journey through 
United Way of Greater Greensboro’s thought processes for localizing the United Way voice. You will have the opportunity to 
view examples of localized materials, as well as to participate in hands-on exercises that will help you think through ways 
to localize the message for your community. Everyone will leave with the framework of a plan for integrating the brand 
credo into local materials.   

Functional Area: Marketing 
 

 
The First 72: Running a Campaign after a Disaster 
Center Ballroom 
Michael Williamson & Jamene Dahmer, United Way of Louisiana 

When the unexpected and unthinkable happens United Way can play a critical role in recovery.  But ‘time’ can be the very 
thing that can take a United Way from being ready and at the forefront, to being behind the ball and playing catch up.  Join 
in the discussion on how to use “The First 72” rule as a guideline so your United Way can be prepared and can launch a 
campaign immediately following a disaster. 

Functional Area: RD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
How to Make Data-Driven Decisions for Data-Driven Funders 
Arcadian 
Alexandra Hammond, United Way of Greenville County & Brandy Singleton, United Way of Anderson 

Data and outcomes are the driving force behind communicating impact. Today’s funders are more data-driven than ever 
before. We will explore the importance of data collections and where to begin the process. We will take a look at various 
national program measures used by AmeriCorps Programs and how to apply to the impact work of United Ways to make 
data-driven decisions. 

Functional Area:  CI 
 

 
Public Policy in the New Administration 
Atlantic 
Caitlin Carey & Soncia Coleman, United Way Worldwide 

This session will provide a federal policy update, with a focus on issues in the UWW policy agenda and plenty of time for 
Q&A/discussion. We will also engage participants in a thoughtful, real world discussion of how to best navigate 
controversial issues, using our Network Citizenship Guide. 

Functional Area: Advocacy 
 

 
11:45 AM – 2:30 PM | Lunch & Afternoon Plenary 
Palisades Ballroom 

Turbocharge Your Campaign 
Paul DeBassio & Eric Glaser, United Way Worldwide 

This session will arm participants with the best tools for driving workplace Campaign performance. They will receive 
coaching on using resources through a workshop-style experience and get access to practices of the most 
successful United Ways aimed at driving Campaign performance in several key areas: CEO calls, Account 
Prioritization, Churn analysis, Donor data acquisition, and effective Campaign Cabinet Management. Participants will 
to take home concrete, substantive lessons to boost their United Way’s performance. 

 
8:00 – 10:00 PM | Live United Lounge (Hospitality Suite) 
Suite 402 
 
 

DAY FOUR - FRIDAY, JUNE 2ND 
8:00 – 11:00 AM | Breakfast & Closing Plenary 
Center East 

Data Game Changers: The Self-Sufficiency Standard and ALICE 
Anita Barker, United Way of North Carolina 
Anita Garrett, United Way Association of South Carolina 

An interactive discussion on innovative uses of data to drive collective impact through the use of tools like the Self-
Sufficiency Standard and ALICE. 


